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BTEC First qualification titles supported by these
Additional Support Materials
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Beauty Therapy Services (QCF)
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty Therapy (QCF)
These qualifications have been accredited to the Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF)
and are eligible for public funding as determined by the Department for Children, Schools and
Families (DCSF) under Sections 96 and 97 of the Learning and Skills Act 2000.
The qualification titles listed above feature in the funding lists published annually by the DCSF
and the regularly updated website www.dcsf.gov.uk/. The QCF Qualifications Accreditation
Number (QAN) should be used by centres when they wish to seek public funding for their
learners. Each unit within a qualification will also have a QCF unit code.
The QCF qualification and unit codes will appear on the learners’ final certification
documentation.
The QANs for the qualifications in this publication are:
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Beauty Therapy Services
(QCF)

500/9850/0

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty Therapy (QCF)

500/9545/6

These qualification titles will appear on learners’ certificates. Learners need to be made aware
of this when they are recruited by the centre and registered with Edexcel.
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Introducing the new BTEC Firsts
BTEC First qualifications in Beauty Therapy Services/Beauty Therapy have been introduced in
response to centre demand for Level 2 BTEC qualifications in this area to aid progression to the
Level 3 BTEC Nationals in Beauty Therapy Techniques/Beauty Therapy.
These exciting, new qualifications are largely made up of units developed in collaboration with
Habia, the Standards Setting Body for the hair and beauty sector. The credit and Guided
Learning Hours (GLH) have been assigned to units by a panel of subject experts and
practitioners in beauty therapy.
These BTEC First qualifications and units have a slightly different format to BTEC Firsts in
other sectors. Tutors who are experienced at delivering BTEC will notice that these units, on
average, contain more detailed assessment criteria, with assessment activities broken down into
tasks. This helps to clearly stipulate what needs to be assessed.
Tutors can assess the units, in these qualifications, using the traditional BTEC mode, of holistic
assignments. These materials give guidance on how this may be achieved. The unit content
within the specification is grouped in a way to make this easier. Alternatively, tutors may wish
to assess units through practical observations and time-constrained assessments. Centres are
encouraged to use a variety of assessment methods to motivate learners and to suit their learning
styles.

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate — 30 credits
The 30-credit BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate is a qualification for learners aged 14 years
and over. This qualification gives learners an essential foundation in basic beauty therapy skills,
including facial skincare, make-up application, providing manicures and pedicures.
Learners will develop knowledge, understanding and skills related to other core areas of beauty
therapy. These include health and safety, client care and communication and promotion of
products and services. This qualification is also eligible as part of the beauty therapy Young
Apprenticeship framework.

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma — minimum 60 credits
The minimum 60-credit BTEC Level 2 Diploma is a qualification for learners aged 16 and
above. Learners will develop skills in addition to the basic skills gained in the Extended
Certificate, including how to provide eyelash and brow treatments and remove hair using
waxing techniques.
This qualification offers a great deal of flexibility, with a wide range of optional units, enabling
learners to develop their knowledge and understanding of anatomy and physiology, specialise in
nail art, or develop their business skills.

Rationale for the BTEC Firsts in Beauty Therapy Services/Beauty Therapy
The BTEC Firsts in Beauty Therapy Services/Beauty Therapy have been developed to:
•

provide education and training for beauty therapy employees

•

give learners the opportunity to gain a preparation for work qualification, based on the new
National Occupational Standards in beauty therapy

•

give learners the opportunity to achieve a nationally-recognised Level 2 qualification
supported by Habia, the Standards Setting Body for the hair and beauty sector

2
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•

give learners the opportunity to develop practical capability in essential Level 2 beauty
therapy skills, including providing facial skincare, applying make-up, and providing
manicure and pedicure treatments

•

give learners the knowledge, understanding and skills relating to important areas of study in
beauty therapy, including health and safety, client care and communication and promoting
products and services

•

encourage co-delivery of units, for example units relating to providing manicure and
pedicure treatments, and encourage creative curriculum planning and delivery to motivate
learners

•

aid progression to BTEC Level 3 Nationals in Beauty Therapy Techniques/Beauty Therapy

•

give learners the opportunity to develop a range of skills (including personal skills) and
techniques, and attributes essential for successful performance in working life.

Rationale for these Additional Support Materials
These Additional Support Materials (AGM) have been designed, in consultation with our Senior
Standards Verifier, to support the new qualifications in beauty therapy. The purpose of these
materials is to:
•

supports delivery of the specification for Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in
Beauty Therapy Services (QCF) and BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty Therapy (QCF)

•

give tutors delivery guidance, in the form of suggested schemes of work, identifying
opportunities for co-delivery of units

•

provide practical observation records for assessors to use

•

give learners worksheets to complete to help them achieve underpinning theory

•

identify opportunities where assignments could be cross-referenced, where common
knowledge and understanding assessment criteria occur throughout the qualifications

•

give details about the requirements for these qualifications, including for the Realistic
Learning Environment (RLE) and pre-16 restrictions on beauty therapy-related activities

•

give assessors assessment materials for the mandatory units in the qualifications, which can
be used as they are, or adapted to fit centres’ needs, and provide examples for the basis of
materials for optional units

•

give tutors and assessors assignment pro formas to help them deliver and assess the
qualifications

•

be informative, not prescriptive; tutors may feel that a unit can be delivered and assessed
more effectively in a different way (due to how the qualification is organised within their
centre or after taking into consideration their learners, their learning styles and their prior
learning).
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Rules of combination for Edexcel BTEC Level 2
First qualifications
The rules of combination specify the:
•

total credit value of the qualification

•

minimum credit to be achieved at the level or above the level of the qualification

•

mandatory unit credit

•

optional unit credit

•

maximum credit that can come from other QCF BTEC units.

When combining units for a BTEC First qualification, it is the centre’s responsibility to ensure
that the following rules of combination are adhered to.
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate
1

Qualification credit value: 30 credits.

2

Minimum credit to be achieved at, or above, the level of the qualification: 30.

3

Mandatory unit credit: 30.

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma
1

Qualification credit value: a minimum of 60 credits.

2

Minimum credit to be achieved at, or above, the level of the qualification: 60.

3

Mandatory unit credit: 40.

4

Optional unit credit: a minimum of 20.

5

A maximum of 5 optional credits can come from other QCF BTEC units to meet local
needs.

4
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Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Beauty Therapy Services
The Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Beauty Therapy Services is a 30-credit and
263-guided-learning-hour qualification (GLH) that consists of seven mandatory units.

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Beauty Therapy Services
Unit

Mandatory units

Credit Level

1

Follow Health and Safety Practice in the Salon

3

2

2

Client Care and Communication in Beauty-related Industries

2

2

3

Promote Products and Services to Clients in a Salon

3

2

4

Provide Facial Skincare

7

2

5

Apply Make-up

5

2

6

Provide Manicure Treatments

5

2

7

Provide Pedicure Treatments

5

2

This qualification is suitable for learners aged 14 years and above.
Centres must adhere to the restrictions set by Habia regarding activities which are not
suitable for pre-16 learners to undertake. Please see Annexe C for further information.
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Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty Therapy
The Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty Therapy is a minimum 60-credit and
476 to 524-guided-learning-hour (GLH) qualification that consists of nine mandatory units plus
optional units that provide for a combined minimum total of 60 credits.

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty Therapy
Unit

Mandatory units

Credit Level

1

Follow Health and Safety Practice in the Salon

3

2

2

Client Care and Communication in Beauty-related Industries

2

2

3

Promote Products and Services to Clients in a Salon

3

2

4

Provide Facial Skincare

7

2

5

Apply Make-up

5

2

6

Provide Manicure Treatments

5

2

7

Provide Pedicure Treatments

5

2

8

Provide Eyelash and Brow Treatments

4

2

9

Remove Hair Using Waxing Techniques

6

2

Unit

Optional units

10

Salon Reception Duties

3

2

11

Display Stock to Promote Sales in a Salon

3

2

12

Working in Beauty-related Industries

4

2

13

Create an Image Based on a Theme within the Hair and Beauty
Sector

7

2

14

Maintaining Personal Health and Wellbeing

7

3

15

Provide Nail Art

3

2

16

Body Art Design

4

2

17

Make-up for Performers

10

2

18

The Living Body

10

2

19

Dermatology and Microbiology

5

3

20

Business Enterprise

10

2

Please note this qualification is for learners aged 16 years old and above.

6
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Delivery and assessment
Delivery guidance
Suggested outline scheme of work
The tables below provide a brief overview of methods of delivering the new BTEC First
qualifications in Beauty Therapy Services/Beauty Therapy within the guided learning hours
(GLH).
Guided Learning Hours (GLH)
Tutors are free to deliver the units over the GLH in a way that best suits their learners’ needs.
The tables are intended to provide tutors with suggestions of how this may be possible.
Please note that the total GLH within the tables are consistent with the totals stated in the
specification, and the tables suggest how they may be allocated over the course to deliver a
coherent programme of study. Where units or areas of content are co-delivered and assessed, the
GLH for the unit in these tables is lower than stated in the specification, because the remaining
GLH forms part of a holistic activity, such as a summative assessment, or qualification
introduction/overview etc.
GLH

Specification content –
It is probably best if lessons are delivered through practical activities and the
practical application of knowledge and understanding.

2

Extended Certificate
Qualification introduction - purpose and aims of qualification, units to be covered,
key themes/concepts, assessment methods.

21

Delivery and assessment of Unit 1: Follow Health and Safety Practice in the
Salon, the unit which forms an essential foundation for the rest of the course. Codelivery and assessment opportunities could be achieved by integrating health and
safety working practices from practical units, such as Unit 4: Provide Facial
Skincare.

53 (+ 19)

Delivery and assessment of Unit 4:
Provide Facial Skincare.

Delivery of Unit 2: Client Care and
Communication in Beauty-related
Industries.*

38 (+ 27)

Delivery and assessment of Unit 5:
Apply Make-up.

Delivery of Unit 3: Promote Products
and Services to Clients in a Salon.*

44 + 44
(+ 8)

Co-delivery and assessment of Unit 6:
Provide Manicure Treatments and Unit
7: Provide Pedicure Treatments.

Delivery of anatomy and physiology to
support practical units.*

6

Summative assessment(s), for example a cross-unit examination paper assessing
underpinning theory, or a cross-unit, practical assignment, such as a salon event
day within the RLE.

1

Qualification overview and progression opportunities.

263 GLH
in total

End of delivery and assessment of the BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in
Beauty Therapy Services.
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Co-delivery opportunities
* These units/this area of content can be delivered alongside practical units, as the skills,
knowledge and understanding form the basis of a beautician’s/beauty therapist’s work. The
assessment for these units/this area of content can be integrated into the assessments for the
practical units.
Alternatively, tutors can deliver the units in sequential order, depending on whether the course
is to be delivered on a full-time or part-time basis and the number of weeks available.
GLH

Specification content –
It is probably best if lessons are taught through practical activity and the
practical application of knowledge and understanding.

2

Diploma
Qualification introduction - purpose and aims of qualification, units to be covered,
key themes/concepts, assessment methods. (Please see table on previous page for
details of delivering Units 1-7, as it is anticipated centres will deliver the Extended
Certificate first.)
Tutors choose which optional units to deliver, depending on learners’ needs and
interests, for a minimum of 20 credits. Two possible routes are given below.

35

Delivery and assessment of Unit 8: Provide Eyelash and Brow Treatments.

56

Delivery and assessment of Unit 9: Remove Hair Using Waxing Techniques.

131-136
depending
on choice
of route

Optional units route 1 (20 credits)
Co-delivery and assessment of Unit 13:
Create an Image Based on a Theme
within the Hair and Beauty Sector and
Unit 17: Make-up for Performers.
Delivery and assessment of Unit 15:
Provide Nail Art.

Optional units route 2 (20 credits)
Delivery and assessment of Unit 10:
Salon Reception Duties.
Delivery and assessment of Unit 11:
Display Stock to Promote Sales in a
Salon.
Delivery and assessment of Unit 12:
Working in Beauty-related Industries.
Delivery and assessment of Unit 18:
The Living Body.

7

Summative assessment(s), for example a cross-unit examination paper assessing
underpinning theory, or a cross-unit, practical assignment, such as a salon event
day within the RLE.

1

Qualification overview and progression opportunities.

495-500
**

End of delivery and assessment of the BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty
Therapy.

Guided Learning Hours
** Please note that the total GLH will vary depending on the choice of units undertaken. This
figure will usually be within the GLH range for the minimum credits required to achieve the
overall qualification stated within the specification, which is 476-524.
Centres may choose to deliver optional routes that lead to learners achieving more than the 60
minimum credits required to achieve the qualification. In this case, the GLH may exceed the
stated range (476-524) for the qualification.

8
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Suggested scheme of work in-depth for mandatory units
The table below illustrates in detail methods of delivering the mandatory units in the new BTEC
First qualifications in Beauty Therapy Services/Beauty Therapy.
GLH

Specification content –
It is probably best if lessons can be taught through practical activity and the
practical application of knowledge and understanding.

2

Introduction to course, BTEC Firsts 2010
Overview of units, assignments and programme of learning.
House-keeping rules: tutors inform learners of: fire exits, fire evacuation assembly
points and fire procedures.
Learners investigate and develop skills relevant to health and safety in the salon
environment, client care, promotion of products and services. Learners also
develop skills in practical areas, such as facial skincare.
Discussion of the units and the assignments. Learners could be divided into groups
and each group given a unit title from the whole programme. Each group could
write or draw images on flip chart paper of what they think is involved in the unit,
then share findings with the rest of the group.
At the end of the delivery/input and assessment, learners work as part of a team to
organise and participate in salon days to achieve the units.

2

Unit 1: Follow Health and Safety Practice in the Salon
This unit is applicable to either the hairdressing or beauty therapy industry. This
unit is delivered first.
Unit can be delivered and assessed by itself, or co-delivered and assessed as part
of a cross-unit assignment, such as during a salon day. Tutor explains how the
programme of learning links to the assignments and how some areas can be crossreferenced. Agreement of hand-in dates, presentation and referencing
requirements.
Learning outcome (LO) 1 activities

2

•

Use of pictures or learners in groups drawing/labelling what a professional
therapist should look like compared to an unprofessional therapist. Discussion
of findings to show awareness of personal presentation and hygiene.

•

Learners make a list of salon rules and responsibilities of the tutor, therapist
and the client. Comparison with others in group and recording of results in
portfolio.

•

Learners make a list of rules to describe the perfect working environment.
Comparison and recording of results.

Introduction of the importance of health and safety within the salon. Learners
identify, using dictionary definitions, the difference between the words ‘maintain’
(LO1) and ‘follow’ (LO2) in relation to health and safety.
LO1 activity
Learners investigate health, safety and security practices in the salon and create a
mood board or wall poster of correct health and safety practices and salon
practices, including salon procedures and security measures.
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GLH

Specification content

3

LO1 activities

3

•

Introduction of the concept of ‘hazards’ and ‘risks’ to learners. Learners write
in their own words what a hazard is and what a risk is. Discussion of findings.

•

Division of learners into groups. One group goes outside the salon, while the
other group creates some hazards in the salon. The other group returns to
identify the hazards, compile a report on what type of risk it is.

•

Learners produce risk assessments, stating what measures could be put in
place to prevent potential risks to staff and clients.

LO1 activities
Introduction of legislation and responsibilities. Learners, individually, take each
title heading of legislation and responsibilities and produce a salon health and
safety booklet. Learners explain each piece of legislation and support findings
with a suitable picture/image. All findings must be linked to the beauty therapy
salon environment.

3

LO2 activities
Introduction of emergency procedures. Using a first aid box, learners list and draw
the correct contents of a first aid box. Comparison to example box.
Learners, individually, produce an accident report form, detailing essential
information requirements. Learners, in pairs, use role play to complete the forms.
Learners write a paragraph to explain the importance of reporting and recording
accidents.

3

4

10

LO2 activities
•

Introduction of fire-fighting procedures. Learners recap fire exit rules,
answering written questions.

•

Learners list the fire exit procedure in bullet points.

•

Learners, in pairs, go around the building and find fire-fighting equipment.
Learners then create a chart (colour coded) of types of equipment found and
uses for different types of fires.

•

Learners draw a floor plan to show nearest fire-fighting equipment, and check
labels on equipment are up to date.

•

Using a gapped hand-out, learners link type of fire to correct fire-fighting
equipment. Learners write a paragraph to suggest what would happen if
incorrect equipment was used.

Reflective practice and assignment workshop(s).
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GLH

Specification content

12

Unit 2: Client Care and Communication in Beauty-related Industries
Unit introduction and overview.
Learners consider the question ‘What does client care mean to you?’, within a
group discussion.
LO1 activities

6

•

Tutor-led discussion ascertaining level of existing experience and knowledge.

•

Learners take one bead from a jar, which contains lots of different coloured
beads, keeping the colour a secret. Each colour is linked to an emotion, for
example yellow - happy, red - angry, blue - cool/calm etc. Colours identify
how learner is feeling today. Learners identify how group members are feeling
without asking them. Group discussion on whether what you see in a person is
a true reflection of them.

•

Discussion in pairs, identifying what communication is.

•

Learners, as individuals, write down all methods of communication.

•

Identification of forms of body language, using role play. Client and therapist
to show positive and negative forms of body language. Learners could use
YouTube clips showing body language to support findings.

•

Identification of the importance of good communication skills during a client
consultation. Learners write comments in their own words under headings:
treatment objectives, questioning, open and closed questions, visual, manual
examination, client records, client’s personal space.

•

Learners explain why good communication is important to the beauty therapyrelated business.

LO2 activities
Introduction of client care. Use of a spider chart with sub-headings: client
confidentiality, client care, client feedback and client complaints. Learners list
using bullet points, detailing the key points.

2

Reflective practice and assignment workshop(s).
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GLH

Specification content

14

Unit 3: Promote Products and Services to Clients in a Salon
Introduction to unit. Unit is applicable to either hairdressing or beauty therapy
industry.
LO1 activities

6

•

Group discussion on the importance of retail skills and why effective
promotion is an important part of maintaining a strong, viable business.

•

Learners draw on their own experiences, such as what were they talked into
buying and why. Learners draw a flow chart or a mind map to show the stages
of a sale. Learners draw two routes on the chart to show a successful sale and
an unsuccessful sale.

•

Recap of communication skills and personal presentation, linking to effective
promotion.

•

Learners, in groups, create a table listing the products available for retail,
describing their importance, features and benefits to demonstrate their product
knowledge.

•

Learners create a table listing the services available in the salon, describing the
service and benefits to demonstrate service/treatment knowledge.

•

Learners create a poster to put on the wall in reception, explaining legal
considerations or how to buy a product/book a service, which includes details
of consumer protection, relevant legislation, the salon’s policy on services/
returns, descriptions and pricings.

•

Guest speaker from a retail house talks to learners about effective promotional
techniques.

LO1 practical activity
Learners use their personal skills to sell a product or a service. Recording of
evidence on a sales receipt or in an appointment book. Development of these skills
continued in practical units.

8

12

Reflective practice and assignment workshop(s).
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GLH

Specification content

24

Unit 4: Provide Facial Skincare
Overview of unit. Introduction to a facial skincare treatment: cleansing, skin
analysis, skin exfoliation, skin warming (hot towels), comedone extraction,
manual massage techniques, mask therapy, toning and moisturising.
LO1 activities
•

Learners recap and demonstrate correct preparation of a therapist for a facial
skincare treatment.

•

Tutor demonstrates preparation of client, area, salon environment, tools and
equipment required to perform treatment, such as correct trolley layout with
suitable products. Learners practise setting up area/self to professional
standard. Tutor observes/inspects areas and gives feedback to learners.

•

Learners draw a trolley layout suitable to use during facial skincare sessions.

•

Learners produce their own product glossary, stating product, function and
suitability.

•

Learners identify different skin types and conditions. On diagrams of large
face outlines, learners draw symbols and use colour code to represent different
types of skin, conditions and characteristics. Learners should use magnifying
lamp when performing a skin analysis to confirm findings.

•

Learners identify client consultation techniques for facial skincare treatment.

•

Using role play, learners, in pairs, perform a consultation on each other
including identifying any contraindications. Learners write a treatment plan to
suit the client’s skin. Learners consider client skin type, product choice,
timings, adaptations, age etc.
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GLH

Specification content

16

LO2 activities

8

•

Tutor demonstrates, in separate sessions, cleansing, toning, skin analysis,
exfoliation, skin warming (hot towels), extraction, manual massage routines,
mask therapy, and moisturising.

•

Learners, in pairs, practise and develop facial skincare skills.

•

Learners adapt facial skincare treatments to suit the client’s skin, record
results, contra-actions, and provide suitable aftercare advice, considering retail
opportunities.

•

Learners use session times to enhance communication skills and behaviour,
under tutor observation, and to practise and develop facial skincare skills,
working in pairs and taking turns performing treatments. Tutor supervises
learners and provides feedback to improve performance.

•

Learners assessed via oral questions to check underpinning knowledge and
understanding of facial skincare treatments. Responses are recorded in a
written transcript.

•

Learners demonstrate adherence to effective health and safety working
practices whilst working in the RLE.

LO2 activities – anatomy and physiology
This area of the unit can be cross-referenced and integrated with the anatomy and
physiology theory of other practical units. Anatomy and physiology can be
delivered in a separate lesson.

8

14

•

Learners record findings and make reference to structure and function of the
skin, facial skin diseases and disorders, muscles and bones of the head, neck
and face, circulation and lymphatic system. Learner produces an
assignment/project work.

•

Learners research and produce a questionnaire/survey of a variety of
people/clients about their skin type, recording signs of natural ageing,
lifestyle, environmental factors (eg smoking, diet and neglect).

•

Learners, using their research or possible case studies, suggest the benefits a
facial skincare treatment could have on the skin, for example clearer,
smoother, younger and softer skin. Learners produce a poster to advertise the
benefits of a facial skincare treatment.

Reflective practice and assignment workshops.
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GLH

Specification content

18

Unit 5: Apply Make-up
Introduction to concept of application of make-up as a salon treatment, preparation
of skin (cleansing, skin analysis, toning and moisturising), application of make-up.
LO1 activities
•

Learners recap and demonstrate correct preparation of a therapist for a makeup treatment.

•

Tutor demonstrates preparation of client, area, salon environment, tools and
equipment required to perform treatment and shows the correct trolley layout
with suitable products. Learners practise setting up area/self to professional
standard. Tutor observes/inspects areas and provides feedback to learners.

•

Learners draw a trolley layout suitable to use during make-up treatment
sessions.

•

Tutor demonstrates cleansing routine to prepare skin for application of makeup. Learners, in pairs, practise and develop skills.

•

Learners produce their own product glossary, stating product, function and
suitability.

•

Learners produce a glossary, stating functions of tools and equipment used.

•

Learners identify different skin types and conditions, using diagrams of large
face outlines. Learners draw symbols and use colour code to represent
different types of skin, conditions and characteristics. Learners should use a
magnifying lamp when performing a skin analysis to confirm findings.

•

Learners could take diagrams a step further and highlight and/or shade areas to
minimise or maximise characteristics and features.

•

Learners identify client consultation techniques for a make-up treatment.

•

Using role play, learners, in pairs, perform a consultation on each other,
including identifying any contraindications. Learners write a treatment plan to
suit the client’s requirements, considering the client’s skin type, skin tone,
product choice, timings, adaptations, age, occasion etc.
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LO2 activities

6

•

Tutor demonstrates, in separate sessions, the application of make-up. Products
should be applied to enhance facial characteristics. Tutor should demonstrate
the key differences between day, evening and special occasion make-up.

•

Learners adapt treatment to suit the client’s skin, record results, contra-actions,
and provide suitable aftercare advice, considering retail opportunities for
make-up treatments.

•

Learners use session times to enhance communication skills and behaviour
(under tutor observation) and to practise and develop make-up application
skills, working in pairs and taking turns. Tutor supervises learners and
provides feedback to improve performance.

•

Tutor questions learners orally to check underpinning knowledge and records
their responses an on observation sheet.

•

Learners adhere to effective health and safety working practices whilst
working in the RLE.

•

Learners collate photographs (attaching them to consultation record cards) to
show the ‘before’ and ‘after’ treatment, as part of their portfolio of evidence.

•

Learners collect magazine cuttings of make-up applications, identifying day,
evening or special occasion make-up.

•

Learners create their own make-up portfolio/reference guide, and help clients
choose a ‘look’.

LO2 activities – anatomy and physiology
This area of the unit can be cross-referenced and integrated with the anatomy and
physiology theory of other practical units. Anatomy and physiology can be
delivered in a separate lesson.

5

16

•

Learners record findings and make reference to structure and function of the
skin, facial skin diseases and disorders, muscles and bones of the head, neck
and face, circulation and lymphatic system. Learner produces an
assignment/project work.

•

Learners research and produce a questionnaire/survey a variety of
people/clients about their skin type, recording signs of natural ageing,
lifestyle, environmental factors (eg smoking, diet and neglect).

•

Using their findings, learners suggest how a make-up treatment could have an
impact on the skin’s appearance.

Reflective practice and assignment workshops.
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Unit 6: Provide Manicure Treatments
Introduction to manicure treatments, including consultation, nail and skin analysis,
skin exfoliation, skin warming devices (thermal mitts, paraffin wax), hand mask,
manual massage techniques, cuticle work (post-16 learners only), buffing, filing,
painting.
LO1 activities
•

Learners recap and demonstrate correct preparation of a therapist for a
manicure treatment.

•

Tutor demonstrates preparation of client, area, salon environment, tools and
equipment required to perform treatment and shows the correct trolley layout
with suitable products. Learners practise setting up area/self to a professional
standard. Tutor observes/inspects areas and provides feedback to learners.

•

Learners draw a trolley layout with products in order of use for manicure
treatment sessions.

•

Learners research and produce their own glossary of manicure products and
equipment, stating product, function and suitability.

•

Learners identify different nail types and skin types and conditions, using
diagrams of large hand outlines. Learners draw symbols and use colour code
to represent different types of nail/skin, conditions and characteristics.
Magazine cuttings, images and photographs would support findings.

•

Learners, in groups, create a list/table identifying fungal, bacterial and viral
infections of the nail, parasitic conditions and nail separation, with the use of
images.

•

Learners identify client consultation techniques for manicure treatment.

•

Using role play, learners, in pairs, perform a consultation on each other,
including identifying any contraindications. Learners write a treatment plan to
suit the client’s nails, considering nail type, skin type, product choice, timings,
adaptations etc.
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LO2 activities

4

•

Tutor demonstrates (in separate sessions) preparation of the skin and nail,
including skin and nail analysis, exfoliation, skin warming method (thermal
mitts or paraffin wax), hand and arm massage, cuticle work (post-16 learners
only), buffing, filing and polish application.

•

Tutor demonstrates differences between dark polish, French manicure, buffed
and other finishes.

•

Learners adapt treatments to suit the client’s nails and skin, record results,
contra-actions, and provide suitable aftercare advice, considering retail
opportunities for manicure treatments.

•

Learners use session times to enhance communication skills and behaviour,
under tutor observation and to practise and develop manicure skills, working
in pairs and taking turns. Skills should be developed to reach a professional
standard in preparation of summative assessment opportunities. Tutor
supervises learners and provides feedback to improve performance.

•

Tutor assesses learners’ underpinning knowledge and understanding through
oral questions, recording answers in a written transcript.

•

Learners adhere to effective health and safety working practices whilst
working in the RLE.

•

Learners collate photographs (attaching them to consultation record cards) to
show ‘before’ and ‘after’ shots of treatments, as part of their portfolio of
evidence.

LO2 activities – anatomy and physiology
This area of the unit can be cross-referenced and integrated with the anatomy and
physiology theory of other practical units. Anatomy and physiology can be
delivered in a separate lesson.

6
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•

Learners record findings and make reference to structure and function of the
skin and the nail, skin diseases and disorders, muscles and bones of the lower
arm and hand circulation and lymphatic system of the hand and arm. Learners
produce an assignment/project work.

•

Learners research a variety of people/clients looking at their nail types, skin
types of the hand and arm, recording signs of natural ageing, lifestyle and
environmental factors (eg smoking, diet and neglect).

•

Using findings, learners suggest how a regular manicure treatment could have
an impact on the fingernails and the skin’s appearance.

Reflective practice and assignment workshop(s).
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Unit 7: Provide Pedicure Treatments
Introduction of concept of a pedicure treatment, including consultation, toenail and
skin analysis, skin exfoliation, skin warming devices (thermal booties, paraffin
wax), foot mask, manual massage techniques, cuticle work (post-16 learners only),
filing, painting.
LO1 activities
•

Learners recap and demonstrate correct preparation of a therapist for a
pedicure treatment.

•

Tutor demonstrates preparation of client, area, salon environment, tools and
equipment required to perform treatment and shows the correct trolley layout
with suitable products. Learners practise setting up area/self to a professional
standard. Tutor to observes/inspects areas and provides feedback to learners.

•

Learners draw a trolley layout and floor area with products in order of use for
pedicure treatment sessions.

•

Learners research and produce their own glossary of pedicure products and
equipment, stating product, function and suitability.

•

Learners identify different nail types and skin types and conditions, using
diagrams of large feet. Learners draw symbols and use colour code to
represent different types of nail/skin, conditions and characteristics. Magazine
cuttings, images and photographs could support findings.

•

Learners compare the differences between a manicure and a pedicure (transfer
skills from hands to feet).

•

Learners identify fungal, bacterial and viral infections of the nail, parasitic
conditions and nail separation, using images.

•

Learners identify client consultation techniques for pedicure treatment.

•

Using role play, learners, in pairs, perform a consultation on each other,
identifying any contraindications. Learners write a treatment plan to suit the
client’s nails, considering nail type, skin type, product choice, timings,
adaptations etc.
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Unit 7: Provide Pedicure Treatments
LO2 activities

4

•

Tutor demonstrates, in separate sessions, preparation for and performing
pedicure treatments, including conducting a skin and nail analysis, exfoliating,
skin warming (thermal booties or paraffin wax), foot and leg massage, cuticle
work (post-16 learners only), clipping, filing and polish application.

•

Tutor demonstrates differences between dark polish, French manicure and
other finishes.

•

Learners practise adapting treatments to suit the client’s nails and skin.
Learners then record results, contra-actions, and provide suitable aftercare
advice, considering retail opportunities.

•

Learners use workshops to enhance their communication skills and behaviour,
under tutor supervision. Learners practise and develop skills in providing
pedicures, working in pairs and taking turns, in preparation for summative
assessment(s). Tutor supervises learners and provides feedback for learners to
improve performance.

•

Tutor checks learners’ underpinning knowledge and understanding through
oral questions, recording responses in a written transcript.

•

Learners adhere to effective health and safety working practices whilst
undertaking practical work.

•

Learners collate photographs of ‘before’ and ‘after’ of treatments, including
them within their portfolio of evidence.

LO2 - anatomy and physiology
This area of the unit can be cross-referenced and integrated with the anatomy and
physiology theory of other practical units. Anatomy and physiology can be
delivered in a separate lesson.
Anatomy and physiology can be delivered in a separate lesson.
Learners record findings and detail the structure and function of the skin and the
nail, skin diseases and disorders, muscles and bones of the lower leg and foot
circulation and lymphatic system of the lower leg and foot.
Learners produce assignment/project work. Learners research a variety of
people/clients, looking at their nail and skin types (of the foot and leg), recording
signs of natural ageing, lifestyle/environmental factors (eg smoking, diet and
neglect). Learners then consider how regular pedicure treatments could have an
impact on the toenails and the skin’s appearance.

6

Reflective practice and assignment workshop(s).
End of BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Beauty Therapy Services.
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Unit 8: Provide Eyelash and Brow Treatments
Tutors introduce eyelash and brow treatments, including preparation of the eye
area.
LO1 activities
•

Learners demonstrate correct preparation for eyelash and brow treatments
(eyebrow shaping, eyelash/eyebrow tinting).

•

Tutor demonstrates preparation of client, area, salon environment, including
the layout of products, tools and equipment required to perform treatments.
Learners practise setting up area/self to a professional standard. Tutor observes
and provides feedback to learners.

•

Learners draw a trolley layout suitable for eyelash and brow treatments.

•

Tutor demonstrates cleansing routine to prepare area for eyebrow shaping, and
eyelash/brow tinting treatments. Learners, in pairs, practise and develop skills.

•

Tutor demonstrates, in separate sessions, preparation/measuring of the eye
area for eyebrow shaping and performing patch tests for tinting treatments.

•

Learners produce product lists, stating product, function and hair colour it’s
most suitable for.

•

Learners produce a glossary stating the functions of tools and equipment used.

•

Learners identify different eyebrow shapes to suit eye shapes and face shapes,
by drawing on large face shape outlines. Learners then collate magazine
images to support findings.

•

Learners identify client consultation techniques for eyelash and brow
treatments. Using role play, learners, in pairs perform a consultation on each
other, including identifying any contraindications. Learners then write a
treatment plan to suit the client’s requirements, considering client’s face
shape, eye shape, colouring, product choice, timings, adaptations, age,
occasion etc.

•

Tutors introduce learners to the range of eyelash and brow treatments,
including those that fall outside the scope of the unit, eg eyelash perming, strip
lash application.
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LO2 activities

4

•

Learners practise skills and adapt treatment to suit the client’s eye shape, face
shape and colouring, record results, contra-actions, and provide suitable
aftercare advice, considering retail opportunities.

•

Learners use practical workshops to enhance communication skills and
behaviour, whilst being observed by the tutor. Learners develop skills,
working in pairs and taking turns to perform treatments on each other, in
preparation for summative assessment(s). Tutor supervises learners and
provides feedback to improve their performance.

•

Tutor checks learners’ underpinning knowledge and understanding through
oral questions, recording answers in a written transcript.

•

Learners adhere to effective health and safety working practices whilst
working practically.

•

Learners collate photographs, attaching them to consultation record cards, to
show ‘before’ and ‘after’ treatments.

LO2 - anatomy and physiology
This area of the unit can be cross-referenced and integrated with the anatomy and
physiology theory of other practical units. Anatomy and physiology can be
delivered in a separate lesson.

6

22

•

Learners detail the structure and function of the skin and hair, also
disease/disorders of the hair and skin.

•

Learners produce assignment/project work. Learners research a variety of
clients, looking at eyebrow shapes and lash/brow colouring. Learners explore
how regular eyelash and brow treatments could have an impact on the
appearance of the eye and face.

Reflective practice and assignment workshop(s).
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Unit 9: Remove Hair Using Waxing Techniques
Tutors introduce hair removal waxing treatments. Learners can draw on their own
experiences, comparing alternative methods of hair removal, discussing the
advantages and disadvantages of each method in groups.
LO1 activities

20

•

Learners identify preparation for treatments including consultation, any
contra-indications, assessment of hair growth patterns, choice of wax method,
positioning of trolley and couch.

•

Tutor demonstrates preparation of client, area, salon environment, products,
tools and equipment required to perform treatment. Learners practise setting
up area/self. Tutor observes and provides feedback to learners.

•

Learners draw a trolley layout and position of couch suitable for waxing
treatment sessions.

•

Learners research and produce their own glossary of hair removal techniques
products and equipment, stating product, function and suitability.

•

Learners identify different hair growth patterns, producing diagrams to
represent different patterns and hair types found in different areas of the body.
Magazine cuttings, images and photographs can be used to support findings.

•

Learners compare the difference in positioning and practise adapting
techniques on different areas (legs, underarm, bikini, upper lip/chin,
eyebrows).

•

Learners identify client consultation techniques for waxing treatment. Using
role play, learners, in pairs, perform a consultation on each other, identifying
any contraindications. Learners write a treatment plan to suit the client’s hair
growth patterns in different areas, considering hair type, product choice,
timings, adaptations etc.

LO2 activities
•

Tutor demonstrates correct waxing techniques to remove hair. Learners
practise skills and adapt treatments to suit the client’s hair growth patterns.
Learners then record results, any contra-actions, and provide suitable aftercare
advice, considering retail opportunities.

•

Learners use practical workshops to enhance communication skills and
behaviour, whilst under tutor observation. Learners develop waxing
techniques, working in pairs and taking turns. Tutor supervises learners and
provides feedback to improve their performance.

•

Tutor uses oral questions to check learners’ underpinning knowledge and
understanding, recording answers in a written transcript.

•

Learners adhere to effective health and safety working practices whilst
working practically.

•

Learners collate photographs, of ‘before’ and ‘after’ treatments within their
portfolio of evidence.
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LO2 – anatomy and physiology
This area of the unit can be cross-referenced and integrated with the anatomy and
physiology theory of other practical units. Anatomy and physiology can be
delivered in a separate lesson.

6

•

Learners must record findings and make reference to the structure and function
of the skin and hair, diseases and disorders of the hair and skin.

•

Learners undertake case studies/project work. Learners research how regular
waxing treatments could affect clients’ hair growth patterns.

Reflective practice and assignment workshop(s).
End of mandatory units for the BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty Therapy.
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Suggestions for delivering the new Firsts
The practical units should be delivered in a Realistic Learning Environment (RLE). The word
‘client’ can be related to friends and peers and does not mean that treatments need to be carried
out on paying clients or within commercial timescales. Centres must adhere to the restrictions
outlined by Habia, in Annexe C, regarding activities which are unsuitable for learners aged
under 16 years.
Delivery of the units should be a combination of practical and theory activities. Tutors are
advised to link similar units that could be co-delivered and use a variety of delivery methods, in
the form of gapped hand-outs, written reports, graphs, posters, projects and practical activities to
engage and motivate learners. Tutors must start by delivering the underpinning knowledge and
demonstrating the fundamental practical skills, before progressing onto the more advanced
technical skills.
Delivering the units through a practical ‘hands-on’ approach is vital to enable learners to gain
experience of health and safety, dealing with clients, promoting products and services, selecting
products, using tools and equipment and devising suitable treatment plans, which will benefit
them in the workplace.
Learners should be given the opportunity to work with the relevant tools, materials and
equipment for each subject area.
Learners should be taught to adopt a professional manner when liaising with clients and
colleagues. Communication skills and professional behaviour are essential when offering beauty
treatments. Good listening skills are paramount to meeting the client’s needs.
Tutors must deliver the theoretical content to reinforce learners’ underpinning knowledge of the
practical procedures. Lectures, seminars, group discussions and presentations could focus on
key elements of pre- and post-treatment procedures, health and safety and product knowledge.
Learners must have an understanding of the relevant advice given to clients, including
contraindications, contra-actions, aftercare and homecare advice. Learners must also gain
knowledge of the relevant anatomy and physiology.
The internet, videos, DVDs, trade publications, trade exhibitions and guest speakers could
introduce learners to the latest developments in beauty therapy treatments. Learners should be
actively encouraged to research and investigate further and discuss their findings with the rest of
the group. Visiting a salon/spa will give learners the opportunity to experience having beauty
treatments and learn about the important aspects of client care.
Co-delivery opportunities
As the suggested scheme of work indicates, there are numerous co-delivery opportunities within
these qualifications, for example:
•

co-delivering Unit 1: Follow Health and Safety Practice in the Salon with one of the
practical units

•

delivering Unit 2: Client Care and Communication in Beauty-related Industries and Unit 3:
Promote Products and Services to Clients in a Salon throughout the course, or alongside
practical units

•

combining Unit 6: Provide Manicure Treatments, Unit 7: Provide Pedicure Treatments and
Unit 15: Provide Nail Art

•

co-delivering Unit 13: Create an Image Based on a Theme within the Hair and Beauty
Sector with Unit 16: Body Art Design

•

co-delivering Unit 5: Apply Make-up with Unit 17: Make-up for Performers
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•

combining Unit 18: The Living Body and Unit 19: Dermatology and Microbiology, with
theory regarding anatomy and physiology in practical units

•

combining Unit 13: Create an Image Based on a Theme within the Hair and Beauty Sector
with Unit 17: Make-up for Performers, for the more artistic learners who enjoy planning
and creating an image to be interpreted by the viewer.

Realistic Learning Environment (RLE)
Units in these qualifications are largely meant to be delivered in a Realistic Learning
Environment (RLE). The requirements for a RLE are detailed in Annexe B of this document (as
well as Annexe F in the specification). They are similar to requirements for a Realistic Work
Environment (RWE), but principal differences include that:
•

beauty therapy treatments do not need to be carried out on paying clients. The word
‘clients’ can mean peers and friends, and in some instances mannequins (depending on
the individual unit requirements, please see specification for further details)

•

treatments do not need to be performed within commercial timescales for the purposes
of assessment. However, it is strongly recommended that learners intending to go on to
employment in this sector are able to perform treatments within commercial timescales,
in order to advance their employment prospects.

Centres are advised that these are not competency-based qualifications, which attest to job
readiness, ie NVQs. These qualifications help prepare the learner for work and are designed to
enable progression to Level 3 qualifications, for example NVQs or BTEC Nationals.
Pre-16 restrictions in the hair and beauty sector
There are a number of restrictions on the activities which can be performed by learners aged
under 16 years. This includes restrictions on the products, tools and equipment they can use.
These restrictions have been set by Habia, the Standards Setting Body for the hair and beauty
sector, in order to maintain client and learner safety. The beauty therapy-specific restrictions
have been outlined in Annexe C of this document (and Annexe H in the specification).
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Assessment guidance
General assessment guidance
The purpose of assessment is to ensure that effective learning has taken place to give learners
the opportunity to:
•

meet the assessment and grading criteria and

•

achieve the learning outcomes within the units.

All the assignments created by centres should be reliable and fit for purpose, and should be built
on the unit assessment and grading criteria. Assessment tasks and activities should enable
learners to produce valid, sufficient and reliable evidence that relates directly to the specified
criteria. Centres should enable learners to produce evidence in a variety of different forms,
including written reports, graphs and posters, along with projects, performance observation and
time-constrained assessments.
Centres are encouraged to emphasise the practical application of the assessment and grading
criteria, providing a realistic scenario for learners to adopt, and making maximum use of
practical activities and work experience. The creation of assignments that are fit for purpose is
vital to achievement and the importance of this cannot be over-emphasised.
The assessment and grading criteria must be clearly indicated on the fit for purpose
assignments. This gives learners focus and helps with internal verification and standardisation
processes. It will also help to ensure that learner feedback is specific to the assessment and
grading criteria.
When looking at the unit assessment and grading criteria grids and designing assignments,
centres are encouraged to identify common topics and themes.
The units include guidance on appropriate assessment methodology. A central feature of
vocational assessment is that it allows for assessment to be:
•

current, ie to reflect the most recent developments and issues

•

local, ie to reflect the employment context of the delivering centre

•

flexible to reflect learner needs, ie at a time and in a way that matches the learner’s
requirements so that they can demonstrate achievement.

Specific assessment guidance for the BTEC Firsts in Beauty Therapy
Services/Beauty Therapy
Achievement of the assessment and grading criteria should be evidenced through
contextualised, vocationally-related experiences, with tasks specifically designed with the
assessment and grading criteria in mind. The units can be assessed through learners collating a
portfolio of evidence. Centres can either devise their own assignments or adapt Edexcel
assignments where available. Centres must ensure that assignments targeting grading criteria are
‘fit for purpose’ and will allow learners to meet the maximum desired grade outcome.
Assessment should be as holistic as possible, with assignments designed to cover multiple
assessment and grading criteria, even across units where appropriate.
Assessors will notice that units within the BTEC Firsts in Beauty Therapy, on average, contain a
higher number of assessment criteria than traditional BTEC units. This should not create an
assessment burden on learners or assessors. The format of units helps to emphasise the practical
focus of units, engaging and motivating the learner.
Large groups of assessment and grading criteria can be assessed in a single activity, for example
the preparation for and provision of a beauty therapy treatment, observed by the assessor and
evidenced with a witness testimony. Theory-based assessment and grading criteria can be
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covered in centre-devised exams, oral questions (recorded in a written transcript), and
assignments such as the creation of induction packs/training and reference guides. These
qualifications also offer numerous opportunities for co-assessment and cross-unit assignments.
Class work can be designed to be completed by learners during class sessions and collated in a
portfolio of evidence to help reduce workload. This could take the form of gapped handouts,
timed constrained assessments, written reports, graphs, project work and posters.
Cross-unit assignment
An assignment brief could be written to address the anatomy and physiology-related criteria
included in all the practical units and Unit 18: The Living Body. This could be achieved through
a short answer written paper, a research project, or oral questioning accompanied by a written
transcript. Learners could label or annotate diagrams of relevant anatomy and physiology.
Learners’ ability to draw is not being assessed but their knowledge of the body systems is.
Unit 1: Follow Health and Safety Practice in the Salon
To achieve the pass criteria learners must demonstrate their ability to work safely at all times in
the salon. This includes using safe working methods, safe handling and sterilisation of tools,
ensuring client safety, dealing effectively with potential hazards in the salon and managing
client and salon security.
Learners must also complete real or simulated emergency evacuation and accident reporting
procedures, according to salon policy. This should, ideally, take place in a working salon or
RLE. The practical activities should be evidenced through witness testimony or observation
records.
Learners must also demonstrate their understanding of the related theoretical principles of
dealing with accidents and emergencies. This could be evidenced through a report on the
importance of following correct procedures and an evaluation of salon practice, or through a
guide book on dealing with accidents and emergencies.
The merit and distinction criteria could be assessed through any combination of written reports,
task-sheets or short-answer question papers. Learners could produce a comprehensive risk
assessment or report, exploring health and safety practices in the salon/RLE. Learners are
required to explain and evaluate ways of adhering to health, safety and security practices and
salon policy, including legislation, codes of practice and workplace policies, to attain the
higher-level grading criteria.
Unit 2: Client Care and Communication in Beauty-related Industries
Learners could produce a report exploring communication forms/techniques and consultation
techniques, the importance of effective communication, what is meant by ‘personal space’, the
provision of clear advice and recommendations to clients, client confidentiality and the
importance of communication techniques to support retail opportunities.
Learners must demonstrate client consultation skills, providing advice and recommendations
whilst maintaining client confidentiality. This could be achieved in conjunction with one of the
units which involve the provision of beauty therapy treatments and necessitate a client
consultation being carried out. This unit lends itself to co-assessment. Learners must be
observed by the assessor, and a witness testimony provided as evidence.
Learners must gather and respond to feedback from clients, and assist in resolving complaints in
the salon/RLE. Learners could be observed over a period of time in the salon/RLE or simulation
could be used in situations where no complaints have been made. The practical observation of
learners must be evidenced with a witness testimony. Completed client/customer questionnaires
and surveys would provide supplementary evidence.
Learners could complete short-answer questions or create a poster for new starters about how to
deal with client complaints. To achieve the higher-level criteria, learners are required to
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compare and assess different communication and consultation techniques and client care
provided.
Unit 3: Promote Products and Services to Clients in a Salon
Learners must promote products and services, which must be assessed through practical
observation, and evidenced with a signed witness testimony. This can be achieved through
promotional activities agreed with the tutor and set within the salon/RLE. Evidence must show
that learners listened to the client, interpreted their requirements correctly, gave suitable advice
and recommendations, gained client agreement and secured the sale. It is expected that the
learner will promote a range of services and products offered by the salon and these skills must
be demonstrated on various clients with different needs.
Learners must demonstrate their knowledge of the key factors involved in the skills and
techniques used to promote products and services to clients and the implications of consumer
legislation. Tasks, including short-answer questions or reports, could be used to generate
evidence for these criteria.
Assessments for this unit can be integrated into the practical units, in particular Unit 5: Apply
Make-up, where there are naturally occurring promotional/retail opportunities.
Units 4-9
A lot of the pass criteria are performance-related. Centres could devise an assessment logbook
in which learners could include all practical performance grading criteria to help track and
monitor learners’ progress. All learners should have one-to-one feedback with the tutor
following a practical assessment and this should be recorded in the assessment documentation to
show where evidence has/has not yet been provided.
Underpinning theory of units could be assessed via oral questioning (with responses recorded in
a written transcript), or short-answer question papers. Learners must have the opportunity to
achieve the merit and distinction criteria, such as by writing a report or reflecting on their
performance following a treatment on client. Learners should report on the consultation record
card how they thought the treatment went and why. Learners must also justify their treatment
choices and suggest any recommendations for the future. For a merit, learners should be able to
explain the importance of pre-treatment preparation procedures, assess the suitability of
products, tools and equipment selected for a treatment, and explain how the treatment created
the desired effect on the client. For a distinction, learners must also assess their preparation
procedures, compare the suitability of their products, tools and equipment selected for
treatments and evaluate the benefits of the treatment to create the desired effect on the client,
possibly through the use of case studies.
Signed witness testimonies or observation records must be retained for external verification
purposes.
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How to use these sample assignment materials:
The sample assignment materials in this document are designed to enable the tutor/assessor to:
•

assess all the reoccurring criteria in one cross-unit assignment, to avoid over-assessment of
learners

•

use the sample unit assignments either as they are or adapt them for their learners’ needs,
for example merging assignments where units are co-delivered and assessed, or adapting the
cross-unit assignment into a timed exam format

•

deliver the anatomy and physiology content across units in a separate lesson, if appropriate
for their cohort of learners

•

create their own assignment briefs, using the example forms in Annexe D and using this
document for guidance

•

plan the delivery and assessment of these BTEC First qualifications.

Tutors and assessors are strongly advised to familiarise themselves with the requirements
of the specification, in particular, the assessment and grading criteria.

30
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Cross-unit assignment

Introduction and assignment brief
You must demonstrate your general knowledge and understanding across a variety of different
practical unit areas within your qualification.
Imagine you are a contestant on ‘Mastermind’. Your specialist subject is ‘Underpinning
knowledge and understanding of practical Level 2 beauty treatments’.
You can either complete a short-answer written paper or answer a set of oral questions (these
must be recorded in a written format) to meet pass grading criteria from a wide variety of units
in the qualification. This assignment covers all the reoccurring assessment criteria detailed in
Annexe A. You will be assessed only on areas relevant to the units you are undertaking. This
assignment can be completed in sections, or in one sitting.
Good luck! Here is your starter question.
Preparation for beauty therapy treatments
1) Describe salon/workplace requirements for preparing the following, before a beauty therapy
treatment starts:
a) therapist
b) client
c) work area.
[Units 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16: P6]
2) Describe different consultation techniques used to identify treatment objectives.
[U4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,15: P8; U16: P7].
3) a) Why is it important to carry out a detailed skin analysis for a facial/make-up treatment/
nail art service? [U4, 5, 6, 7, 15: P9]
b) Why is it important to carry out a detailed nail analysis for a manicure/pedicure
treatment? [U6, 7, 15: P9]
4) a) Outline the purpose of a mood board. [U13: P3; U16: P13]
b) Outline and describe ways of effectively presenting a mood board to others.
[U13: P4; U16: P15].
5) As part of a facial/make-up treatment, describe how to identify:
a) skin types
b) skin conditions
c) skin characteristics.
[U4, 5:P11]
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6) a) Name at least three skin conditions. [U6: P11]
b) Name at least three nail conditions. [U6, 7, 15: P11]
7) Describe the appearance of at least six contra-indications to a manicure/pedicure/nail art
treatment. [U6, 7, 15: P12]
Carrying out beauty therapy treatments
8) State and describe how a beauty therapist should communicate and behave in a professional
manner within the salon environment.
[U4, 5, 6, 7: P20; U8: P22; U9: P21; U10: P7; U13: P14; U15: P20; U16: P28]
9) Describe health and safety working practices for beauty treatments, including industry
codes of practice, eg nail/waxing services, where appropriate.
[U4, 5, 6, 7, 15: P21; U8: P24; U9: P23; U13: P13; U14:P22; U16: P30]
10) Explain why it is important to position the therapist and client correctly during a beauty
therapy treatment? [U4, 5, 6, 7, 15: P22; U8: P25; U9: P24; U16: P29]
11) Explain why it is important to use the correct products, tools, equipment and techniques to
suit the client’s treatment needs, skin types and skin and/or nail conditions.
[U4, 5, 6, 7, 15: P23; U8: P26; U9: P25]
12) How can a manicure/pedicure treatment be adapted to suit clients with different treatment
needs, including:
a) bitten nails
b) eczema
c) brittle nails
d) dermatitis.
[U6, 7, 15: P24]
13) Describe the following different massage techniques used during manicure/pedicure
treatments and their benefits.
a) effleurage
b) petrissage
c) tapotement.
[U6, 7: P25]
14) State three possible contra-actions that may follow a manicure/pedicure/nail art treatment
and describe the correct course of action to be taken. [U, 6, 7: P26; U15: P25]
15) Why is it important to complete a beauty treatment to the client’s satisfaction?
[U4, 5, 15: P26; U6, 7: P27; U8: P31; U9:P28]
16) Why is it important to complete clients’ treatment record cards?
[U4, 5, 15: P27; U6, 7, 9: P28; U8: P32]
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Anatomy and physiology
17) Look at the diagrams below showing a cross-section of the skin, hair and nail.

Skin

Hair
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Nail
Describe the structure and function of the:
a) skin
b) nail
c) hair.
[U4, 5: P29; U6, 7: P31; U8: P34; U9: P31; U15: P30; U19: P1 and P2]
18) Describe three diseases and disorders of the:
a) skin
b) nails
c) hair.
[U4, 5, 6, 7: P30; U8:P35; U9:P32; U15: P29]
19) Explain how the natural ageing process, lifestyle and environmental factors affect the
condition of the skin and muscle tone. [U4, 5: P31]
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20) Label the diagrams below to state the:
a) position and action of the muscles of the head, neck and shoulders [U4, 5: P32]
b) names and positions of the bones of the head, neck and shoulders. [U4, 5: P33]
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21) a) Label the diagram below to show the main arteries and veins in the head, neck and
shoulders.

b) Describe the function of the:
i) blood for the head, neck and shoulders
ii) lymphatic system for the head, neck and shoulders. [U4, 5: P34]
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UNIT 1: FOLLOW HEALTH AND SAFETY PRACTICE IN THE SALON

Unit 1:

Follow Health and Safety
Practice in the Salon

Unit code:

R/600/8763

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours: 22

Introduction/scenario
Health and safety is paramount in the salon, to avoid risk of injury to both clients and staff. You
must have knowledge and understanding, as well as the skills to follow health and safety
practices in the salon.
1) Health and safety handbook
You have learned about health and safety practices in the salon, including accident and
emergency procedures.
Create a health and safety guide for new starters and junior members of staff, that can be used as
a handbook and for your own reference. The handbook could include tables, diagrams and
pictures. The handbook should:
•

explain the difference between legislation, codes of practice and workplace policies [P10]

•

outline the main provisions of health and safety legislation [P11]

•

state the employers’ and employees’ health and safety responsibilities [P12]

•

explain ways of complying with health, safety and security practices and salon policy [M1]

•

state the difference between a ‘hazard’ and a ‘risk’ [P13]

•

describe hazards that may occur in a salon [P14]

•

state the hazards which need to be referred [P15]

•

state the purpose of personal protective equipment used in a salon during different services
[P16]

•

state the importance of personal presentation, hygiene and conduct in maintaining health
and safety in the salon [P17]

•

state the importance of maintaining the security of belongings [P18]

•

outline the principles of hygiene and infection control [P19]

•

describe the methods used in the salon to ensure hygiene [P20]

•

describe the effectiveness and limitations of different infection control techniques [P21]

•

describe how to dispose of different types of salon waste [P22]

•

identify named emergency personnel [P25]

•

describe procedures for dealing with emergencies [P26]

•

explain procedures for dealing with emergencies and accidents [M3]
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UNIT 1: FOLLOW HEALTH AND SAFETY PRACTICE IN THE SALON

•

locate fire fighting equipment [P27]

•

outline the correct use of fire fighting equipment for different types of fire [P28]

•

state the dangers of the incorrect use of fire fighting equipment on different types of fires
[P29]

•

state the importance of reporting and recording accidents [P30]

•

describe the procedure for reporting and recording accidents. [P31]

2) Risk assessment
Having learned about health and safety practices, produce a risk assessment in the salon or
Realistic Learning Environment. This risk assessment should outline hazards and risks in the
salon [M2].
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UNIT 1: FOLLOW HEALTH AND SAFETY PRACTICE IN THE SALON

Practical observation record card

3) Health and safety practices
You have learned about following health and safety practices in the salon. Your assessor will
observe you carrying out the health and safety practices listed below, and sign this record card
to evidence your achievement.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

conduct themselves in the workplace to meet
with health and safety practices and salon
policy [P1]
deal with hazards within their own area of
responsibility following salon policy [P2]
maintain a level of personal presentation,
hygiene and conduct to meet with legal and
salon requirements [P3]
follow salon policy for security [P4]
make sure tools, equipment, materials and
work areas meet hygiene requirements [P5]
use required personal protective equipment
[P6]
position themselves and the client safely [P7]
handle, use and store products, materials, tools
and equipment safely to meet with
manufacturers’ instructions [P8]
dispose of all types of salon waste safely and
to meet with legal and salon requirements [P9]
Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
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UNIT 1: FOLLOW HEALTH AND SAFETY PRACTICE IN THE SALON

Practical observation record card

4) Dealing with fire, accidents and emergencies
You have learned how to deal with fire, accidents and emergencies. Your assessor will observe
you following simulated accident and emergency procedures.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

follow emergency procedures
[P23]
follow accident reporting
procedures which meet with
salon policy [P24]
Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
5) Reflection on health and safety practices
Having learned about health and safety practices, including accident and emergency procedures,
and implemented these practices in the salon/Realistic Learning Environment, it is time to
reflect on these experiences to improve health and safety in the salon.
Write a reflective account that:
•

evaluates how you conducted yourself to meet with health, safety and security practices and
salon policy [D1]

•

evaluates procedures for dealing with emergencies and accidents [D2].
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UNIT 2: CLIENT CARE AND COMMUNICATION IN BEAUTY-RELATED INDUSTRIES

Unit 2:

Client Care and Communication
in Beauty-related Industries

Unit code:

A/601/4458

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

2

Guided learning hours: 20

Introduction
Client care and communication is important in beauty-related industries to ensure client
retention and increase revenue. You must have the knowledge and skills required to provide
good client care and communicate effectively in a professional manner.
1) How to communicate with clients
A beauty therapist must have both excellent practical skills and effective communication skills
in order to be able to discuss and agree suitable treatment plans and listen to the wishes of their
client. Beauty therapists need to be able to recognise positive and negative forms of body
language to put the client at ease. Create a training guide for new starters that:
•

describes how to use consultation techniques to identify treatment objectives [P5]

•

states the importance of using effective communication to identify client needs and
expectations [P6]

•

describes the term ‘personal space’ [P7]

•

states the importance of providing the client with clear advice and recommendations [P8]

•

describes client confidentiality in line with the Data Protection Act [P14]

•

explains the importance of communication techniques to support retail opportunities [P15]

•

states the importance of client feedback and responding constructively [P16]

•

outlines how to refer and assist in client complaints [P17].
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UNIT 2: CLIENT CARE AND COMMUNICATION IN BEAUTY-RELATED INDUSTRIES

Practical observation record card

2) Client consultation
You have learned about client consultations. Your assessor will observe you performing client
consultations before performing beauty therapy-related treatments.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

use effective communication
techniques [P1]
use client consultation
techniques to identify
treatment objectives [P2]
provide the client with clear
advice and recommendations
[P3]
maintain client confidentiality
in accordance with legislation
[P9]
Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
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UNIT 2: CLIENT CARE AND COMMUNICATION IN BEAUTY-RELATED INDUSTRIES

Practical observation record card

3) Client feedback
You have learned about gathering and responding appropriately to feedback, including referring
client complaints and assisting in client complaints being resolved. Your assessor will observe
you gathering and responding to client feedback as detailed below, some of which can be
simulated, for example P12 and P13.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

gain feedback from clients on
client care [P10]
respond to feedback in a
constructive way [P11]
refer client complaints to the
relevant person [P12]
assist in client complaints
being resolved [P13]
Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
4) Reflective practice
Having dealt with clients in the Realistic Learning Environment (RLE), write a reflective
account that:
•

outlines the different forms of communication used to deal with clients [P4]

•

compares the different communication and consultation techniques used with clients [M1]

•

assesses the suitability of different communication and consultation techniques used with
clients [D1]

•

assesses client care provided to clients [M2]

•

evaluates client care provided to clients [D2].
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UNIT 3: PROMOTE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO CLIENTS IN A SALON

Unit 3:

Promote Products and Services
to Clients in a Salon

Unit code:

T/600/8769

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours: 28

Introduction
Retail and promotional skills are vital to boost the income of salons and spas. You must have
product, service and sales knowledge and demonstrate confidence carrying out the retail side of
being a therapist.
1) Retail theory
You will be expected to enhance the salon’s income and reputation by promoting products and
services to clients. To be able to promote products and services effectively, you need knowledge
and understanding of the underpinning theory. Produce a small training guide that:
•

describes the benefits to the salon of promoting services and products to the client [P8]

•

describes the listening and questioning techniques used for promotion and selling [P9]

•

explains the terms ‘features’ and ‘benefits’ as applied to services and products [P10]

•

describes the principles of effective face-to-face communication [P11]

•

states the importance of effective personal presentation [P12]

•

states the importance of good product and services knowledge [P13]

•

explains the knowledge and skills used for making sales [M2]

•

compares the different selling skills and processes used in different situations [D2]

•

outlines the stages of the sales process [P15]

•

explains the legislation that affects the selling of services and products [P16]

•

describes methods of payment for services and products [P17].
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UNIT 3: PROMOTE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO CLIENTS IN A SALON

Practical observation record card

2) Promotional skills in the salon
You have learned how to promote and sell products and services in the salon. Your assessor will
observe you demonstrating the promotional skills listed below over a period of time.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation(s)

Assessor’s signature

establish the client’s
requirements [P1]
introduce services and/or
products to the client at the
suitable time [P2]
give accurate and relevant
information to the client [P3]
identify buying signals and
interpret the client’s
intentions correctly [P4]
secure agreement with the
client [P5]
close the sale [P6]
use selling skills and
processes to sell different
products and services [M1]
use selling skills and
processes to sell different
products and services to
different clients [D1]
Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
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Unit 4:

Provide Facial Skincare

Unit code:

A/601/3987

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

7

Guided learning hours: 56

Introduction
Facials are a popular treatment with clients and beauty therapists are expected to have the
understanding and skills to provide facial skincare, in line with health and safety practices.
1) Facial skincare theory
It is vital to have an understanding of the underpinning theory behind facial skincare treatments
to prepare for and perform effective facial skincare treatments. Using details of at least three
facial skincare treatments, create a reflective account, you have given to clients that:
•

states the environmental conditions suitable for facial skincare treatments [P7]

•

describes the contraindications which prevent or restrict facial treatments [P12]

•

explains the importance of preparation and pre-treatment activities for facial skincare
treatments [M1]

•

assesses pre-treatment preparations for facial skincare treatments [D1]
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•

Client
3’s
skin
type:

Client
2’s
skin
type:

Client
1’s
skin
type:

Client

Explain:

Describe:

Explain:

Describe:

Explain:

Describe:

Products, tools and equipment

Aftercare advice (include stating
aftercare advice given [p28])
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Facial skincare techniques

describes [P10] and explains [M2] the suitability of selected products, tools, equipment, facial skincare techniques and aftercare advice for three different
clients, by completing the tables below

UNIT 4: PROVIDE FACIAL SKINCARE

using a case study, based on a past client, explain [M3] and evaluate [D3] how facial skincare treatments create the desired effects on the client’s skin,
muscles, bones, circulation and lymphatic system.

•
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states the contra-actions that may occur during and following treatments and how to respond [P25]

•

Client 3 - skin type:

describes how treatments can be adapted to suit clients’ treatment needs, skin types and conditions [P24]

Client 2 - skin type:

•

Aftercare advice

Facial skincare
techniques

Client 1 - skin type:

compares [D2] the suitability of selected products, tools, equipment, facial skincare techniques and aftercare advice provided to three clients, by completing
the table below.

Products, tools
and equipment

•
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UNIT 4: PROVIDE FACIAL SKINCARE

Practical observation record card

2) Facial skincare treatments
You have learned about preparing for and performing facial skincare treatments. Your assessor
will observe you preparing for and performing facial skincare treatments, as detailed below, for
at least three different clients.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

prepare themselves, client and
work area for facial skincare
treatment [P1]
use suitable consultation
techniques to identify
treatment objectives [P2]
carry out a skin analysis [P3]

provide clear
recommendations to the client
[P4]
select products, tools and
equipment to suit client
treatment needs, skin types
and conditions [P5]
communicate and behave in a
professional manner [P13]

follow health and safety
working practices [P14]

position themselves and client
correctly throughout the
treatment [P15]
use products, tools, equipment
and techniques to suit client’s
treatment needs, skin type and
conditions [P16]
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The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

complete the treatment to the
satisfaction of the client [P17]

record the results of the
treatment [P18]

provide suitable aftercare
advice [P19]

Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
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UNIT 5: APPLY MAKE-UP

Unit 5:

Apply Make-up

Unit code:

J/601/4222

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

5

Guided learning hours: 41

Introduction
Increasing make-up products and developments on the market, mean that make-up application
services are increasingly popular. As a beauty therapist, you must have the knowledge and skills
required to provide make-up services.
1) Make-up theory
To effectively apply make-up on clients, you must have an understanding of the theory behind
make-up treatments. The ability to promote products and services is equally paramount in
boosting the salon’s income and meeting the client’s needs. Write a reflective account of at least
three make-up treatments performed that:
•

states the environmental conditions suitable for make-up [P7]

•

explains the importance of pre-treatment preparation and pre-treatment activities for makeup applications [M1]

•

describes the contraindications which prevent or restrict make-up application [P12]

•

assesses pre-treatment preparations for make-up applications [D1]
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•

Client 3’s
skin type:

Client 2’s
skin type:

Client 1’s
skin type:

Client

Explanation:

Description:

Explanation:

Description:

Explanation:

Description:

Products, tools, equipment

Aftercare advice (including stating
the aftercare advice given [p28])
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Techniques

describes [P10], explains [M2], and compares [D2] the suitability of selected products, tools, equipment, techniques and aftercare advice for three different
clients, by completing the tables below

UNIT 5: APPLY MAKE-UP

identifies services and/or products to meet the requirements of the client [Unit 3, P7]

describes how to interpret buying signals when selling products to a client having a make-up treatment [Unit 3, P14]

explains ways in which make-up can benefit the client’s skin and appearance [M3]

assesses the benefits of make-up to the client’s skin and appearance [D3]

•

•

•

•
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states the contra-actions that may occur during and following treatments and how to respond [P25]

•

Client 2’s skin type:

explains how to use corrective methods to suit clients’ treatment needs, skin types and conditions [P24]

Client 1’s skin type:

•

Aftercare advice

Techniques

Products, tools and equipment

Table of comparison [D2]

Client 3’s skin type:
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Practical observation record card

2) Make-up applications
You have learned about preparing for and performing make-up applications. Your assessor will
observe you preparing for and performing make-up applications, as detailed below, for at least
three different clients. This will include: day, evening and special occasion make-up.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

prepare themselves, client and
work area for make-up [P1]

use suitable consultation
techniques to identify
treatment objectives [P2]
carry out a skin analysis [P3]

provide clear
recommendations to the client
[P4]
select products, tools and
equipment to suit client
treatment needs, skin types
and conditions [P5]
communicate and behave in a
professional manner [P13]

follow health and safety
working practices [P14]

position themselves and client
correctly throughout the
treatment [P15]
use products, tools, equipment
and techniques to suit clients’
treatment needs, skin type and
conditions [P16]
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The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

complete the treatment to the
satisfaction of the client to
suit a range of occasions
[P17]
record the results of the
treatment [P18]

provide suitable aftercare
advice [P19]

Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
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UNIT 6: PROVIDE MANICURE TREATMENTS

Unit 6:

Provide Manicure Treatments

Unit code:

T/601/4569

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

5

Guided learning hours: 48

Introduction
Manicures are one of the most popular beauty treatments. As a beauty therapist, you are
expected to have the knowledge and skills required to safely perform manicure treatments.
1) Manicure theory
To effectively perform manicure treatments, you must have an understanding of the theory
behind them. Write a reflective account of at least three manicure treatments performed that:
•

describes the environmental conditions suitable for manicure treatments [P7]

•

explains the importance of preparation and pre-treatment activities for manicure treatments
[M1]

•

assesses pre-treatment preparations for manicure treatments [D1]
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•

Client 3’s
skin & nail
conditions:

Client 2’s
skin & nail
conditions:

Client 1’s
skin & nail
conditions:

Client

Assess:

Describe:

Assess:

Describe:

Assess:

Describe:

Products, tools & equipment

Aftercare advice (including stating
aftercare advice given [p29])
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describes [P10], assesses [M2] and compares the suitability [D2] of selected products, tools, equipment, techniques and aftercare advice for three different
clients, by completing the tables below

UNIT 6: PROVIDE MANICURE TREATMENTS

Client 1’s skin & nail conditions:

Client 2’s skin & nail conditions:
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Aftercare advice

Techniques

Products, tools & equipment

Table of comparison [D2]

Client 3’s skin & nail conditions:
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•

using the diagrams below

Muscles

Bones

Arteries, veins
and lymphatic vessels

describe the structure and function of the:

•
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o

muscles of the lower arm and hand [P32]

o

bones of the lower arm and hand [P33]

o

arteries and veins of the arm and hand [P34]

o

lymphatic vessels of the arm and hand [P35]

using a case study from past clients, explain [M3] and evaluate [D3] how manicure
treatments create the desired effects on the client’s skin, nails, muscles, bones and
circulation system .
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Practical observation record card

2) Manicure treatments
You have learned about preparing for and performing manicure treatments. Your assessor will
observe you preparing for and performing manicure treatments, as detailed below, for at least
three different clients. Treatments include: buffed, French manicure and dark polish.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

prepare themselves, client and
work area for manicure
treatment [P1]
use suitable consultation
techniques to identify
treatment objectives [P2]
carry out a nail and skin
analysis [P3]

provide clear
recommendations to the client
[P4]
select products, tools and
equipment to suit client
treatment needs, skin types
and nail conditions [P5]
communicate and behave in a
professional manner [P13]

follow health and safety
working practices [P14]

position themselves and client
correctly throughout the
treatment [P15]
use products, tools, equipment
and techniques to suit client’s
treatment needs, nail and skin
conditions [P16]
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The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

complete the treatment to the
satisfaction of the client [P17]

record the results of the
treatment [P18]

provide suitable aftercare
advice [P19]

Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
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Unit 7:

Provide Pedicure Treatments

Unit code:

R/601/4448

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

5

Guided learning hours: 48

Introduction
Feet are often the most neglected part of our bodies. Pedicures are a popular beauty treatment.
As a beauty therapist, you are expected to have the knowledge and skills to safely perform
pedicure treatments.
1) Pedicure theory
To effectively perform manicure treatments, you must have an understanding of the theory
behind them. Write a reflective account of at least three pedicure treatments performed that:
•

describes the environmental conditions suitable for pedicure treatments [P7]

•

explains the importance of preparation and pre-treatment activities for pedicure treatments
[M1]

•

assesses pre-treatment preparations for pedicure treatments [D1]
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•

Client 3’s
skin & nail
conditions:

Client 2’s
skin & nail
conditions:

Client 1’s
skin & nail
conditions:

Client

Assess:

Describe:

Assess:

Describe:

Assess:

Describe:

Products, tools & equipment

Aftercare advice (including stating
aftercare advice [P29])
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describes [P10], assesses [M2] and compares [D2] the suitability of products, tools, equipment, techniques and aftercare advice for three different clients,
completing the tables below

UNIT 7: PROVIDE PEDICURE TREATMENTS

Client 1’s skin & nail conditions:

Client 2’s skin & nail conditions:
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Aftercare advice

Techniques

Products, tools & equipment

Comparison table [D2]

Client 3’s skin & nail conditions:
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•

using the diagrams below

Muscles

Arteries and veins

Bones

Lymphatic vessels

describe the structure and function of the:

•
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o

muscles of the lower leg and foot [P32]

o

bones of the lower leg and foot [P33]

o

arteries and veins of the lower leg and foot [P34]

o

lymphatic vessels of the lower leg and foot[P35]

using a case study based on a past client, explains [M3] and evaluates [D3] how pedicure
treatments create the desired effects on the client’s skin, nails, muscles, bones and
circulation system.
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Practical observation record card

2) Pedicure treatments
You have learned about preparing for and performing pedicure treatments. Your assessor will
observe you preparing for and performing pedicure treatments, as detailed below, for at least
three different clients. Treatments include: buffed, French manicure and another finish.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

prepare themselves, client and
work area for pedicure
treatment [P1]
use suitable consultation
techniques to identify
treatment objectives [P2]
carry out a nail and skin
analysis [P3]

provide clear
recommendations to the client
[P4]
select products, tools and
equipment to suit client
treatment needs, skin types
and nail conditions [P5]
communicate and behave in a
professional manner [P13]

follow health and safety
working practices [P14]

position themselves and client
correctly throughout the
treatment [P15]
use products, tools, equipment
and techniques to suit client’s
treatment needs, nail and skin
conditions [P16]
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The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

complete the treatment to the
satisfaction of the client [P17]

record the results of the
treatment [P18]

provide suitable aftercare
advice [P19]

Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
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UNIT 8: PROVIDE EYELASH AND BROW TREATMENTS

Unit 8:

Provide Eyelash and Brow
Treatments

Unit code:

F/601/3554

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours: 36

Introduction
Eyelash and brow treatments are very much in vogue right now. As a beauty therapist, you are
required to have the knowledge and skills to safely perform eyelash and brow treatments.
1) Eyelash and eyebrow treatment handbook
Performing eyelash and brow treatments can enhance the eye and surrounding area. However,
as the eye is such a delicate area, it is essential to take care when performing treatments around
this area. Create a reference handbook, using pictures and diagrams, on performing eyelash and
brow treatments that:
•

describes the types of eyelash and eyebrow treatments available in the market and their
benefits [P13], use the table below

Eyelash and eyebrow treatments

Benefits

Eyebrow shape

Eyelash and eyebrow tint

Eyelash perm

Application of false lashes (strip/individual)
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•

describes the environmental conditions suitable for eyelash and eyebrow treatments [P7]

•

explains the importance of preparation and pre-treatment activities for eyebrow and eyelash
treatments [M1]

•

describes the types of tests that are carried out before providing eyelash and eyebrow
treatments [P9], and outlines the types of tests that are carried out before providing an
eyelash and eyebrow tinting treatment [P14]

•

states the importance of carrying out tests prior to the treatment and accurately recording the
results [P10]

•

describes the contraindications that prevent or restrict eyelash and eyebrow treatments [P11]

•

states the importance of assessing facial characteristics prior to carrying out eyelash and
eyebrow treatments [P15]

•

describes how treatments can be adapted to suit clients’ treatment needs and facial
characteristics [P27]

•

describes the normal reaction of the skin to eyebrow shaping treatments [P28]

•

states the contra-actions that may occur during and following treatments and how to respond
[P29]

•

describes the chemical reaction which creates the tinting effect [P30]
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Practical observation record card

2) Eyelash and Eyebrow treatments
You have learned about preparing for and performing eyelash and eyebrow treatments. Your
assessor will observe you preparing for and performing eyelash treatments on three different
clients with varying needs, as detailed below. This must include: an eyebrow shape, eyebrow
tint and eyelash tint, each performed on a different client.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

prepare themselves, the client
and work area for eyelash and
eyebrow treatments [P1]
use suitable consultation
techniques to identify
treatment objectives [P2]
interpret and accurately
record the results of tests
carried out prior to treatments
[P3]
provide clear
recommendations to the client
[P4]
select products, tools and
equipment to suit client
treatment needs [P5]
communicate and behave in a
professional manner [P16]

follow health and safety
working practices [P17]

position themselves and the
client correctly throughout the
treatment [P18]
use products, tools, equipment
and techniques to suit client’s
treatment needs [P19]
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The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

complete the treatment to the
satisfaction of the client [P20]

record the results of the
treatment [P21]

provide suitable aftercare
advice [P22]

Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
3) Reflective practice
Write a reflective account, using details from at least three treatments you have performed, that:
•
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assesses pre-treatment preparations for eyebrow and eyelash treatments [D1]
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Client 3’s
treatment:

Client 2’s
treatment:

Client 1’s
treatment:

Assesses:

Describes:

Assesses:

Describes:

Assesses:

Describes:

Products, tools and equipment

Techniques
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Aftercare advice (including stating
aftercare advice [P28])

describes [P10], assesses [M2] and compares [D2] the suitability of selected products, tools, equipment, techniques and aftercare advice for three different
clients, by completing the table below.
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Aftercare advice

Techniques

Products, tools and
equipment

Comparison table [D2]

Client 1’s treatment:

UNIT 8: PROVIDE EYELASH AND BROW TREATMENTS

Client 3’s treatment:
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Client 2’s treatment:

UNIT 9: REMOVE HAIR USING WAXING TECHNIQUES

Unit 9:

Remove Hair Using Waxing
Techniques

Unit code:

J/601/3555

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

6

Guided learning hours: 57

Introduction/scenario
One of the most common methods of hair removal is waxing. As a beauty therapist, you must
have the understanding and skills required to safely and effectively remove hair using waxing
techniques.
1) Waxing hair removal
To demonstrate your knowledge and understanding of the theory supporting waxing treatments,
answer the questions below. Link your answers to three waxing treatments you have recently
performed to remove unwanted hair from various parts of the body.
•

State the environmental conditions suitable for waxing treatments [P7].

•

Explain the importance of preparation and pre-treatment activities for waxing treatments
[M1].

•

Assess pre-treatment preparations for facial waxing treatments [D1].

•

Describe the types of tests that are carried out prior to waxing treatment [P9].

•

State the importance of using products, tools, equipment and techniques to suit client’s
treatment needs [P25].
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•

Client 3

Client 2

Client 1

Client

Explanation:

Description:

Explanation:

Description:

Explanation:

Description:

Products, tools, equipment

Aftercare advice (including stating
aftercare advice [p28])
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Describe [P10], explain [M4] and compare [D4] the suitability of selected products, tools, equipment, techniques and aftercare advice for three different
clients, by completing the tables below.
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Client 1

Client 2
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Aftercare advice

Techniques

Products, tools and
equipment

Comparison table [D2]

Client 3
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•

Comparison of
waxing
methods [D2]

Method 1:

Waxing method [P11]

Description [M2]

Method 2:

Method 4:
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Method 3:

Using the tables below, identify [P11], describe [M2] and compare [D2] the different types of waxing methods and products available.
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Product 1:

Description [M2]

Product 2:
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Comparison of
waxing
products [D2]

Product [P11]

Product 3:

Product 4:
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State the contra-actions that may occur during and following treatments and how to respond [P27].

•
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Describe how treatments can be adapted to suit client treatment needs, skin types and conditions, giving examples [P26].

•

Describe effects on skin and waxing
treatments

Describe the contraindications that prevent or restrict waxing treatments [P14].

State, explain & evaluate
disadvantages

•

Laser

Epilation

Threading

Tweezing

Bleaching

Sugaring

Shaving

Cutting/clipping

Depilatory
creams

State, explain & evaluate
advantages

Using the table below, describe the effects alternative methods of hair removal may have on the skin and waxing treatments [P13].

•

Method

Using the table below, state [P12], explain [M3] and evaluate [D3] the advantages and disadvantages of alternative methods of hair removal.

•

UNIT 9: REMOVE HAIR USING WAXING TECHNIQUES

UNIT 9: REMOVE HAIR USING WAXING TECHNIQUES

Practical observation record card

2) Waxing treatments
You have learned about preparing for and performing hair removal waxing treatments. Your
assessor will observe you preparing for and performing waxing treatments on at least three
different clients. This must include waxing the following areas: legs, underarm, bikini line, lip,
chin and eyebrows, using both hot and warm wax methods.
The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

prepare themselves, client and
work area for a waxing
treatment [P1]
use suitable consultation
techniques to identify
treatment objectives [P2]
carry out necessary tests prior
to the treatment [P3]

provide clear
recommendations to the client
[P4]
select products, tools and
equipment to suit client
treatment needs [P5]
communicate and behave in a
professional manner [P15]

follow health and safety
working practices and
industry Code of Practice for
Waxing Services [P16]
position themselves and client
correctly throughout the
treatment [P17]
use products, tools, equipment
and techniques to suit client’s
treatment needs, skin type and
condition [P18]
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The learner is able to:

Date of observation

Assessor’s signature

complete the treatment to the
satisfaction of the client [P19]

record the results of the
treatment [P20]

provide suitable aftercare
advice [P21]

Assessor’s comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Internal verifier’s signature:
Date:
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Further information
For further information please call Customer Services on 0844 576 0026 (calls may be recorded
for training purposes) or visit our website (www.edexcel.com).

Useful publications
Further copies of this document and related publications can be obtained from:
Edexcel Publications
Adamsway
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire NG18 4FN
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:

01623 467 467
01623 450 481
publication.orders@edexcel.com

Related information and publications include:
•

Guidance for Centres Offering Edexcel/BTEC QCF Accredited Programmes (Edexcel,
distributed to centres annually)

•

Functional Skills publications – specifications, tutor support materials and question papers

•

Regulatory Arrangements for the Qualification and Credit Framework (Ofqual,
August 2008)

•

the current Edexcel publications catalogue and update catalogue.

Edexcel publications concerning the Quality Assurance System and the internal and external
verification of vocationally related programmes can be found on the Edexcel website and in the
Edexcel publications catalogue.
NB: Most of our publications are priced. There is also a charge for postage and packing. Please
check the cost when you order.

How to obtain National Occupational Standards
The Nationals Occupational Standards (NOS) in beauty therapy can be obtained from the
Standards Setting Body, Habia. The NOS can be downloaded from the Habia website.
Habia
Oxford House
Sixth Avenue
Sky Business Park
Robin Hood Airport
Doncaster
DN9 3GG
Website: www.habia.org
Telephone: 0845 230 6080
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Professional development and training
Edexcel supports UK and international customers with training related to BTEC qualifications.
This support is available through a choice of training options offered in our published training
directory or through customised training at your centre.
The support we offer focuses on a range of issues including:
•

planning for the delivery of a new programme

•

planning for assessment and grading

•

developing effective assignments

•

building your team and teamwork skills

•

developing student-centred learning and teaching approaches

•

building Functional Skills into your programme

•

building in effective and efficient quality assurance systems.

The national programme of training we offer can be viewed on our website
(www.edexcel.com/training). You can request customised training through the website or by
contacting one of our advisers in the Training from Edexcel team via Customer Services to
discuss your training needs.
Our customer service numbers are:
BTEC and NVQ

0844 576 0026

GCSE

0844 576 0027

GCE

0844 576 0025

The Diploma

0844 576 0028

DIDA and other qualifications

0844 576 0031

Calls may be recorded for training purposes.
The training we provide:
•

is active – ideas are developed and applied

•

is designed to be supportive and thought provoking

•

builds on best practice.

Our training is underpinned by the LLUK standards for those preparing to teach and for those
seeking evidence for their continuing professional development.
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P8

P6

8

P8

P6

9

10

11

12
P6

13
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P4

P9

P8

P6

7

outline how to present a
mood board to
others/describe ways of
effectively presenting a
mood board

P9

P8

P6

6

P3

P9

P8

P6

5

outline the purpose of a
mood board

P9

state/explain the
importance of carrying out
a detailed skin/and nail
analysis

4

P8

3

describe different
consultation techniques
used to identify treatment
objectives

2
P6

1

describe salon/workplace
requirements for preparing
themselves, the client and
work area

Assessment criterion

Unit

14

P9

P8

P6

15

P15

P13

P7

P6

16

17

18

19

20
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Tutors have the option of designing a cross-unit holistic assignment, which covers all the criteria, or cross-referencing assignments they create, to indicate where
assessment criteria have been met.

This table indicates where assessment criteria, assessing knowledge or understanding reoccur throughout the qualification. This will enable tutors to crossreference assignments, so that learners will only to meet each assessment criterion only once, using their evidence on multiple occasions.

Mapping of common knowledge and understanding assessment criteria

Annexe A
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P22

state/explain the
importance of positioning
themselves and the client
correctly throughout the
treatment
P22

P22

P21

P21

describe health and safety
working practices/ and
industry Code of Practice
for Waxing/Nail Service
P21

P20

P20

6

P20

P11

5

state/describe how to
communicate and behave
in a professional manner
[in a salon environment]

P11

4

P12

3

describe the contraindications which prevent
or restrict
manicure/pedicure/nail art
treatments

2

P11

1

identify skin and nail
conditions

describe how to/identify
skin types, conditions and
characteristics

Assessment criterion

Unit

P22

P21

P20

P12

P11

7

P24

P23

P21

9

P7

10

11

12

P13

P14

13

P22

14

P22

P21

P20

P12

P11

15

P29

P30

P28

16

17

18

19

20
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P25

P24

P22

8

P28

P27

P26

P25

P24

P23

7

P32

P31

P26

8

P28

P28

P25

9
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P28

P27

state the importance of
completing treatment
records

P27

P27

P26

P26

state the importance of
completing the treatment to
the satisfaction of the client

P23

6

P26

P23

5

state the contra-actions that
may occur during and
following
[pedicure/manicure/nail
art] treatments and how to
respond

P23

4

P25

3

describe the different
massage techniques and
their benefits

2

P24

1

describe how treatments
can be adapted to suit
client treatment needs, nail
and skin conditions

state/explain the
importance of using
products, tools, equipment
and techniques to suit
client’s treatment needs,
skin type and
conditions/nail and skin
conditions

Assessment criterion

Unit

10

11

12

13

14

P27

P26

P25

P24

P23

15

P33

16

17

18

19

20

91

P32

P33

P34

state the position and
action of the muscles of the
head, neck and shoulders

state the names and
positions of the bones of
the head, neck and
shoulders

describe the structure and
function of the blood and
lymphatic system for the
head, neck and shoulders
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P31

explain how natural
ageing, lifestyle and
environmental factors
affect the condition of the
skin and muscle tone

4

P30

3

describe the diseases and
disorders of the skin/ and
nail/ and hair

2
P29

1

describe the structure and
functions of the skin/ and
nail/ and hair

Assessment criterion

Unit

P34

P33

P32

P31

P30

P29

5

P30

P31

6

P30

P31

7

P32

P31

9

10

11

12

13

14

P29

P30

15

16

17

18
P1/
P2

19

20
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P35

P34

8

Annexe B
Requirements for a Realistic Learning Environment
Units in the Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Beauty therapy Services/Diploma in
Beauty Therapy should be delivered in a Realistic Learning Environment (RLE).
Requirements for a Realistic Learning Environment
Below are the requirements for a Realistic Learning Environment as laid out by the Companion
Document for The Diploma in Hair and Beauty Studies (Version 2, January 2010).
•

A Realistic Learning Environment must be established in schools, colleges, private training
providers and other premises approved for the delivery and assessment of preparation for
work type qualifications that contain a practical skills element.

•

Approved centres must develop realistic management procedures that incorporate a salon
image and a sales and marketing policy.

•

The space per working area must conform to health and safety legislation and commercial
practice.

•

The range of services, professional products, tools, materials and equipment must be up-todate and available for use. They must enable learners to meet the requirements of the
relevant preparation for work qualification.

•

A reception area where models are greeted and general enquiries and appointments can be
made by telephone or in person must be available. Ideally, industry-specific ICT facilities
should also be provided. The reception area must also include a payment facility (artificial
money may be used).

•

The RLE must take full account of any by-laws, legislation or local authority requirements
that have been set down in relation to the type of work that is being carried out there.

•

Learners must work in a professional manner, taking into account industry establishment
requirements, such as:
o

appearance and dress code

o

personal conduct

o

client service, hospitality and communication

o

hygiene

o

reliability

o

punctuality.
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Annexe C
Pre-16 restrictions for beauty therapy
Centres must adhere to the restrictions set by Habia, the Standards Setting Body for the hair and
beauty sector, on pre-16 learning within hair and beauty qualifications. Below details the beauty
therapy-specific restrictions, as outlined in the Companion Document for The Diploma in Hair
and Beauty Studies (Version 2, January 2010).
•

Client contact by learners is restricted to certain areas of the body, such as the head, neck
and shoulders to the clavicle and scapula.

•

Skin tests (chemicals) can be performed only by post-16 learners.

•

Sensitivity test – tactile, heat and cold can be performed by all learners.

•

Nail services restrictions:

•

o

sharp implements, such as knives, blades, nail cutters

o

nail enhancements, such as acrylics, powders, acetone, glues, resins.

Beauty and spa therapy restrictions:
o

aromatherapy oils

o

chemicals, such as eyelash tint, eyelash perm lotion, individual lash adhesives.

o

instruments such as eyelash curlers, automatic tweezers, microlances, ear piercing
equipment,

o

epilation – laser, needles

o

depilatories, such as waxing, bleaching cream

o

completing skin test

o

thermal auricular candles

o

facial and body electrotherapy equipment

o

water purification chemicals.
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Annexe D
Example assignment forms
The forms within Annexe D are designed for the centre to use and adapt as necessary to meet the
requirements of their learners.

Assignment front sheet
Assessor name

Learner name

Date issued

Completion date

Qualification

Submitted on

Unit number and title

Assignment title
In this assessment you will have opportunities to provide evidence against the following criteria.
Indicate the page numbers where the evidence can be found.

Criteria
reference

To achieve the criteria the evidence must show that
the student is able to:

Task no.
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Evidence
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Assignment brief
Qualification
Unit number and title
Start date
Deadline
Assessor name

Assignment title
The purpose of this assignment is to:

Scenario

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Sources of information

This brief has been verified as being fit for purpose
Assessor
Signature

Date

Internal verifier
Signature

Date
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Internal verification of assignment brief
Qualification
Unit number and title
Assignment title
Assessor name
Internal verifier checklist

Y/N*

Are accurate programme details shown?

Y/N*

Are accurate unit details shown?

Y/N*

Are clear deadlines for assessment given?

Y/N*

Is this assignment for whole or part of a unit?

W/P

Are the grading and assessment criteria to be addressed listed?

Y/N*

Does each task show which criteria are being addressed?

Y/N*

Are these criteria actually addressed by the tasks?

Y/N*

Is it clear what evidence the learner needs to generate?

Y/N*

Are the activities appropriate?

Y/N*

Is there a scenario or vocational context?

Y/N*

Are the language and presentation appropriate?

Y/N*

Is the timescale for the assignment appropriate?

Y/N*

Overall is the assignment fit for purpose?

Y/N*

Comments

* If “No” is recorded and the internal verifier recommends remedial action before the brief is issued, the assessor and the internal verifier should
confirm that the action has been undertaken.
Internal verifier
Signature

Date

Action required:

Action taken:

Assessor
Signature

Date

Internal verifier
Signature

Date
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Assessor's comments
Qualification

Assessor name

Unit number and title

Learner name

Assignment title
Grading criteria

Achieved?

Learner feedback

Assessor feedback

Action plan

Assessor signature

Date

Learner signature

Date
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Internal verification of assessment decisions
Qualification
Unit number and title
Assignment title
Assessor name
Learner name
Which criteria has the
assessor awarded?

Pass

Do the criteria awarded
match those targeted by the
assignment brief?

Y/N

Has the work been assessed
accurately?

Y/N

Merit

Distinction

Details

Details

Is the feedback to the learner:
•
Constructive?
•
Linked to relevant
assessment and grading
criteria?
•
Identifying
opportunities for
improved performance?

Y/N

Does the grading decision
need amending?

Y/N

Details

Details

Remedial action taken
Confirm action completed
Assessor name
Assessor signature

Date

Internal verifier name
Internal verifier signature

Date
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Observation record
Learner name
Qualification
Unit number and title
Assignment

Description of activity undertaken (please be as specific as possible)

Assessment and grading criteria

How the activity meets the requirements of the assessment and grading criteria

Assessor signature

Date

Assessor name
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Witness statement
Learner name
Qualification
Unit number and title
Assignment

Description of activity undertaken (please be as specific as possible)

Assessment and grading criteria

How the activity meets the requirements of the assessment and grading criteria,
including how and where the activity took place

Witness name

Job role

Witness signature

Date

Assessor name
Assessor signature

Date
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Learner name:

P2

P1

Unit name:

Unit name:
D3

D2

D1

M4

M3

M2

M1

P4

P3

D4

D3

D2

D1
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P1

Qualification:

P2

BTEC tracking sheet

D4

M4

M3

M2

M1

P4

P3

D2

D1

M4

M3

M2

M1

P4

P1
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P2

Tutor name:

Tutor name:
P1

Assignment name:

P3

Unit name:

P2

Unit name:

P3

Qualification:

D3
105

D4

D2

D1

M4

M3

M2

M1

P4

D4

D3
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Annexe E: Anatomy and physiology
The table below illustrates how anatomy and physiology could be delivered separately within a
centre. Centres have the option of delivering anatomy and physiology as part of the practical
units, or as a separate lesson, depending on the centre’s resources and learners’ needs.
It is estimated that this area of content within the mandatory practical units, in the
BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Beauty Therapy, will require approximately 16 GLH, which is
accounted for in the units’ GLH.
Anatomy and physiology-related activities could include use of quizzes, games, key cards,
gapped hand-outs, labelling diagrams, and interactive smart board tasks.
GLH

Area of content

1

Units 4 and 5
Learners research and investigate the structure and function of the skin, facial skin
diseases and disorders, muscles and bones of the head, neck and face, the
circulation and lymphatic systems.

1

Units 4 and 5
Introduction of the dermis and subcutaneous adipose tissue - major structures of
the dermis, sweat glands, sebaceous glands, hair follicles, connective tissue,
arrector pili muscle, sensory nerve endings, blood vessels, adipose tissue, collagen,
elastin, keratin, and melanin. Learners, in groups, investigate structures and
produce wallchart or PowerPoint presentations.

1

Units 4 and 5
Learners identify functions of the skin, using ‘SHAPES’ acronym format:
Sensation, Heat Regulation, Absorption (of Vitamin D), Protection (physical,
chemical against UV light), Excretion (waste, eg sweat), Secretion (of sebum).
Function of epidermis layer, waterproof. Use of coloured and labelled diagrams,
presentations, gapped hand-outs.

1

Units 4 and 5
Tutor reinforces knowledge and understanding of the functions of the skin.
Learners explore the ageing process and factors that increase premature ageing, for
example biological, collagen and elastin structure, environmental exposure to
prolonged sunlight, smoking and poor diet.
Learners play ‘guess the age’. They guess people’s ages and produce a survey to
question people on how they maintain their appearance, checking and comparing
results. Learners compare pictures from magazine cuttings/internet images. Use of
magazines and computer games to determine age. Learners summarise pictures in
their own words.

1

Units 6 and 7
Learners develop knowledge of the growth, structure, and function of the nail.
Learners draw, label and explain a cross-section image of a nail in its bed and
describe the function of the nail.
Learners, in groups, investigate and present findings on nail growth, factors
affecting growth, ageing changes, diet, seasonal changes, changes associated with
ageing, trauma. Use of pictures, gapped hand-outs.
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GLH

Area of content

1

Units 8 and 9
Tutor introduces structure and growth of hair. Learners identify types of hair, the
structure of terminal hair. Learners indicate where different types of hair are found
on an outline of a body.
Group discussion about the growth of hair and factors affecting growth and
distribution, eg diet, seasonal changes, endocrine disorders, changes associated
with ageing.
Learners examine stages of hair growth and structure of hair. Learners colour and
label pictures. Learners could pluck a couple of their own hairs to examine under
the microscope to identify what stage of growth it is in.

1

Units 4-9
Learners identify infectious diseases, bacteria, fungi, viruses and their
transmission. This includes: folliculitis, carbuncle, impetigo, warts, herpes, herpes
simplex zoster, candida, tinea pedis, scabies, signs, appearance (redness, weeping,
dry patches, itchiness). Use of group presentations, gapped hand-outs, wall
posters.
Learners define ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ contact, giving examples in the salon.

1

Units 4 and 5
Learners identify non-infectious conditions of the skin, eg dermatitis, eczema,
naevi, vitiligo, chloasma, psoriasis, cysts, melanoma, impetigo, warts, herpes
simplex, tinea infection, acne vulgaris, milia acne, rosacea, basal cell carcinoma,
melanoma. Use of group presentations, gapped hand-outs, posters, charts on how
to recognise conditions (appearance, position etc).

1

Units 8 and 9
Learners identify and investigate diseases and disorders of hair, eg alopecia, tinea
capitis, dandruff, lice infestation, endocrine-related problems, signs (appearance,
redness, weeping, dry patches). Learners draw and label images, create posters,
use gapped hand-outs.

1

Units 6 and 7
Learners identify nail diseases and disorders, eg beau’s line, abnormal colouration,
hangnail, ingrowing nails, onycholysis, onychophagy, pterygium, paronychia,
warts, onychogryphosis, signs (appearance, redness, lines or grooves, white spots,
bruising). Use of images to show appearance. Learners colour and label diagrams.
Group presentations.

1

Units 4-7
Tutor introduces the skeletal system, for example names of the major bones of the
body. Learners list the functions of the skeletal system.
Learners colour and label the bones of the head neck and face (anterior view,
lateral and posterior view). Learners colour and label the bones of the lower arm
and hands, lower leg and foot.
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GLH

Area of content

1

Units 4-7
Tutor introduces the muscular system, including the names of the major muscles
of the body. Learners list the functions of the muscular system.
Learners colour and label the muscles of the head, neck and face (anterior view,
lateral and posterior view). Learners colour and label the muscles of the lower arm
and hands, lower leg and foot.

2

Units 4-7
Tutor introduces the circulatory system. Learners investigate the heart as a pump,
double circulation with the lymphatic system, using examples of veins and
arteries. Learners name the main functions of the circulatory system. Learners
colour and label the main lymph nodes of the body.

2

Learners give group presentations. Learners colour and label the blood and
lymphatic supply to and from the head, neck and face. Learners colour and label
the blood and lymphatic supply to and from the lower arm and hand, and the lower
leg and foot.

On the following page, an anatomy and physiology assignment is provided. Tutors/assessors
could integrate elements of anatomy and physiology from the other units if they wish to assess
anatomy and physiology in a single assignment.
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Unit 18: The Living Body
Assignment brief
As a beauty therapist, it is essential to have an in-depth knowledge and understanding of the
structures, functions and systems of the human body. You need to investigate, research and
explore the body and how it works.
Individual body systems and their role in maintaining health
1) Carry out primary or secondary investigations into the structure and functions associated
with the:
a)
b)
c)
d)

digestive system
respiratory system
circulatory system
renal system [P2].

2) Explain the way the respiratory and circulatory systems interact to maintain cellular and
body function [M2].
3) Explain the consequences for the human body if either the respiratory or circulatory system
failed [D3].
Role of enzymes as catalysts
4) Outline the role of enzymes as catalysts during digestion [P1].
5) In order to give nutritional advice to clients, explain factors that affect the functions of
enzymes [M1].
6) Two clients have asked your advice on what would improve their digestive flow and
breakdown of nutrients to maintain optimal conditions.
From the information below and data you have gathered about optimal conditions for enzymes,
give your answers with reasons:
Client A – Margaret, age 60, always feels the cold, and finds it hard to regulate her temperature.
She suffers with celiac disease that damages the small intestine and interferes with absorption of
food. Margaret has to avoid flour, wheat, pasta (proteins in wheat, rye, barley).
Client B – Suzie is 25, pregnant and suffers with excess acid and heartburn which causes
discomfort following a meal. [D1]
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Nervous and endocrine systems, co-ordinating the body systems
7) Identify the components of a simple reflex arc in the nervous and endocrine systems [P3].
8) Describe the differences between the central nervous system (somatic) and autonomic
nervous system [M3].
9) Give possible causes of failure of the nervous system and explain the consequences [D3].
10) Complete the table identifying the functions of the main endocrine glands [P4].
Endocrine gland

Function(s)

Pituitary
Thyroid
Adrenal
Pancreas

11) Complete the table to describe how each hormone coordinates body functions [M4].
Hormone

How it coordinates body functions

Adrenaline
Thyroxine
Insulin
Corticosteroids

12) The endocrine system and the nervous system both control body functions. Assess the
differences between the way in which hormones and the nervous system co-ordinate body
functions [D4].
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Human reproductive system
13) On the two diagrams (figures A and B), label the structure and function of the human male
and female reproductive systems [P5].
Figure A - male reproductive system
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Figure B – female reproductive system

14) How do hormones control the female reproductive cycle [M5]?
15) Explain how replacement hormones can be used to control conception [D5].
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